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Abstract 
The space DHn of S, diagonal harmonics i the collection of polynomials P(x, y) = P(xl ..... x,, 
n r s yl ..... y~) which satisfy the differential equations ~i=l d',dyi, P(x,y)=O for all r,s>~O (with 
r + s > 0). Computer explorations by Haiman have revealed that DHn has a number of remarkable 
combinatorial properties. In particular DHn is an Sn module whose conjectured representation, 
graded by degree in y, is a sign twisted version of the action of S. on the parking function 
module. This conjecture predicts the character of each of the y-homogeneous subspaces Y: of 
DH~. The space y0 of diagonal harmonics with no y dependence is known in the classical 
theory. In this article we construct a basis for the subspace y1 of diagonal harmonics linear 
in y. Using this basis we prove that the y1 specialization of the Parking function conjecture 
is correct, and we provide a formula for the character of y1 graded by degree in x. This last 
formula matches the yl specialization of a master conjecture of Garsia and Haiman which 
expresses the bigraded character of DH,. (~ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
Let Q[x, y] be the polynomial ring Q[xl,x2 . . . . .  Xn, Yl, Y2 . . . . .  y,] over the rationals. 
The diagonal action of  the symmetric group S, on Q[x, y] is defined by setting, for 
a = (al, tr2 . . . . .  a,) E Sn and for P = P(xl, x2 . . . . .  xn, yl, y2 . . . . .  Y,), 
aP = P(x.,  ,x~:, . . .  ,x~o, y.,, y~ ..... y.. ). (1.1) 
A polynomial P E Q[x, y] is an S, diagonal invariant if aP =P for all a E S,. Let 
I ,  be the ideal in Q[x, y] generated by the Sn diagonal invariants, homogeneous of  
positive degree. Due to a theorem of Weyl [13], a convenient set of  generators for In 
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is given by the polarized power sum symmetric functions ~i"=l xfy] (for r,s~>O, with 
l<~r+s<<.n). 
We define a bilinear form (.,.) on Q[x,y] by setting 
( ? ,  Q)  = p(  a, ,  , . . . .  , o , . ,  . . . , o , .  )Q(x ,x2 . . . .  ,Xn, Y2,  . . . , Yn ) l ,= ,=O 
(1.2) 
for monomials P, Q and extending by linearity; ~x,, ~y, denote the differential opera- 
tors 0/0x,, d/Oy,. This scalar product, known as the apolar form [3], is S~ invariant, 
nondegenerate, and symmetric. It is easily shown that 
(xiP, Q)=(P, Ox, Q) and (yiP, Q)=(P, gy, Q). (1.3) 
Thus, multiplication by elements for Q[x, y] is adjoint o differentiation. 
Define DHn = I~ in Q[x, y] with respect to this scalar product. DHn is called the 
space of Sn diagonal harmonic polynomials, since it equals the set 
{P E Q[x,y]: i=,~ O:~'OY~P=O f°r r's>>'O (with l <<'r + s<"n)}" (1.4) 
Here, we let YJ denote the subspaee of elements of DHn which are homogeneous 
of degree j in Yl, y2 .... , y,. In particular, y0 denotes the subspace of DHn whose 
elements depend only on Xl,X2 ..... xn. 
Now, let Ek denote the kth polarization operator y'~in__l YiO~,k, where k I> 1. Note that 
Ek sends YJ into yj+l. To show this we need only verify that given any P E DH,, EkP 
lies in DHn. Letting then Q be any diagonal invariant, wehave 
(Q, EkP)= Q, yiO~P = x~Oy, Q,P =0, (1.5) 
i=l 
the last equality due to the Sn invariance of (~i"=1 xkiOy,)Q • Since (Q, EkP)=0 for all 
nontrivial homogeneous diagonal invariants Q, EkP must lie in the orthogonal comple- 
ment of In in Q[x, y], hence it must lie in DHn. 
Let A(x) denote the Vandermonde terminant I-~l <,i<y¢n (xj -x,.). It is easy to check 
that A(x) is a diagonal harmonic. Now, it is well known that y0 is the linear span 
of the derivatives of zl(x). In Section 2 we shall review some basic properties of yo 
(see [11], or [2,7,6]). In particular, we recall that yO affords a graded version f
the regular epresentation f Sn. We then decompose y0 into submodules Y~ @ Y° 2 
and select a basis for each. These submodules, respectively, have character 1TsS~ and 
elTsS~, where 1)'~ denotes the trivial character of the subgroup $2 induced up to Sn, 
and e denotes the sign character. In Section 3 we show that Y~ breaks into the direct 
sum of the images of Y° 2 under the polarization operators El,E2 ..... En-~. This result 
completes our construction of a basis for y1 and provides partial proof of the opera- 
tor conjecture [8], which asserts that YY is spanned by polarizations Ek, Ek2.. "Ekj of 
derivatives of A(x). 
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By our construction method in Section 3, it follows that yl  has character 
(n -  1)elTS~. This value agrees with that predicted by the Parking function conjecture, 
which asserts that the S. character afforded by YJ equals 
E £1TS20 xSm I X...xS,,_,' (1.6) 
C(n- l,n--2,...,0) 
where #=(0m°l m'.. . (n -1 )  m"-') is a partition of (2 ) - J  with m0 selected so that 
~ i  m; = n. (See [8] for further details.) In Section 4 we give a formula for the character 
of y1 graded by degree in x. We prove that this formula equals the yl  specialization 
of a master conjecture of Garsia and Haiman [5] which expresses the bigraded character 
of DH.. 
2. Two subspaces of the Sn harmonics 
Let a= (a l ,a2  . . . . .  an)  be a point of Q~ with distinct coordinates, and let [a] denote 
the orbit of a under the ordinary permutation action of Sn. Let J[a] be the ideal in 
Q[xl,xz,...,x,] of polynomials which vanish on [a]. The quotient Q[xbx2 ..... x,]/J[4 
may be viewed as the coordinate ring of the orbit [a], hence the action of Sn on this 
ring is equivalent to the regular epresentation. 
For any real J C_ Q[x], we denote by grJ  the ideal generated by the homogeneous 
components of highest degree of each of the elements of J. Observe that if J is 
invariant under the action of S~, so is grJ. It is easy to show that the actions of S~ 
on the quotients Q[x]/J and Q[x]/(grJ) induce equivalent representations. Hence, the 
action of S~ on Q[x]/(grJta]) is a graded version of the regular epresentation f S~. 
It develops that the quotients Q[x]/(grJ[a]) are equivalent as graded S~ modules 
for every a. This is a particular case of a general result concerning roups generated 
by reflections [11]. In our case this is easy to show. Note that if P is a nontrivial 
homogeneous symmetric polynomial then P(x)-P(a) vanishes throughout [a], so P 
itself must belong to the ideal grJ[a]. In particular, we have the containment 
(P l ,  P2 . . . . .  Pn) C gr J[a], (2.1) 
where pi denotes the ith power sum symmetric function. However, it is well known [1] 
that the quotient Q[x,,x2 . . . . .  xn]/ (p l ,P2 . . . . .  Pn) has dimension ! and this forces 
equally in (2.1). Thus, in this case all the orthogonal complements (grJ[a]) ± with 
respect o the scalar product in (1.2) are the same. In fact, they coincide with the 
space y0 of solutions P of the differential equations 
n 
}-~8~P=O (k-- 1,2,...,n). (2.2) 
i=l 
For this reason the elements of y0 are usually referred to as the harmonics of S,. 
It is easy to see that the Vandermonde determinant 
A(x) -- detllx/-' I[i,j=l ...... (2.3) 
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belongs to y0 and thus all of its derivatives do as well. A leading term argument 
easily shows that the n! derivatives 
O~IO~...O~A(x) (O<~ei<~i- 1) (2.4) 
are independent, and thus they must give a basis for y0. In symbols we may write 
yO = £z'[O~Z(x)], (2.5) 
where ~ denotes the linear span. We take note that the equality in (2.1) may also be 
written as 
y0" = (Pl, P2 . . . . .  Pn). (2.6) 
We are now ready to introduce the decomposition of y0 into submodules Y~ ~ Y° 2. 
The subspace Y~ will be obtained by a construction similar to that which gave us y0, 
and Y° 2 will be constructed after we discuss some of the basic properties of Y~. 
Start here with the point b=(0 ,0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,n -2 )  and let J[b] and grJ[b ] have the same 
definition as before. This given, we set 
Y~ = (gr Jib] )±. (2.7) 
Theorem 2.1. Y~ is an (n!/2)-dimensional subspace of yO which affords a graded 
version of the action of  S, on the two-element subsets of  {1,2 . . . . .  n}. That is, the 
character of Y.0s2 is 1TsS~. 
Proof. This is a special case of a known result concerning the harmonics of Sn orbits 
(see [2,6]). For the sake of completeness we include the proof. Note first that since 
all the power sum symmetric functions must belong to grJ[b] we necessarily have 
(Pl, P2,. .., P,) C_ g~ J[b]. (2.8) 
Taking orthogonal complements gives that Y~ is indeed a subspace of y0 as asserted. 
The common dimension of the spaces Q[xl,x2 .. . . .  x,]/J[bl and Q[xl,x2 . . . . .  x~]/ 
grJ[b]) and Y~=(grJ[b]) ± is n!/2 since it must be equal to the cardinality of the 
orbit [b]. 
Note further that since the initial point b has $2 as a stabilizer, the action of S, 
on both quotients Q[xl,x2 . . . . .  x,]/J[b] and Q[xl,x2 . . . . .  x,]/(grJ[b]) must be equivalent 
to the action of S, on the left $2 cosets. The same must hold true for the orthogonal 
complement of grJ[b]. ThUS, the last assertion follows from the fact that the Sz coset 
action is the same as the action on two-element subsets. [] 
The space Y~ can be represented in a manner similar to 2.5. For r= 1,2 . . . . .  n let 
dr(x) = detl{x/-t lli=l,...,n;i~r,j=l,...,n_t. (2.9) 
In other words At(x) is the Vandermonde determinant in the variables xl . . . . .  xr-l, 
xr+l,...,x,. For any graded space V, we denote the Hilbert series by Hv(q)= 
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~i>~0 qidim (V)i, which is the generating function of the dimensions of the subspaces 
(V)i homogeneous of degree i. 
Theorem 2.2. Our graded subspace Y~ is the linear span of derivatives of the poly- 
nomials At(x) for r = 1 ..... n. The Hilbert series of Ys°2 is given by the polynomial 
n- I  
Hyso(q ) = [n - 2]q! ~ iq i-l, (2.10) 
i=1 
where [k]q denotes the q-analog ~-~kifol qi and [k]q! = [1]q[2]q ... [k]q. 
Proof. Again as in the case of Theorem 2.1 a more general result can be found in [2] 
or [6]. We give a sketch of the proof specialized to the present case. Consider the orbit 
[b]n-l of b under the symmetric group S[2,3 ...... ] acting on the final n - 1 coordinates 
of b. It is obvious that the points of [b]n_l also lie in [b]. Now, let Jib],_1 be the ideal 
of polynomials which vanish on [b]n-1, and let grJ[b], 1 denote the ideal generated by 
the homogeneous components of highest degree of elements of J[bl,-,. We have the 
immediate ideal containment grJ[b], i ~--grJ[b]. Lastly, set H[b],_;----(grJ[b],_, )1. We 
have now that H[b]n_ 1 C Ys°2 .
Observe that since the last n -  1 coordinates of [b] are distinct, H[b]n_l contains the 
harmonics of the symmetric group S[2,3...,n]. In particular, the Vandermonde determinant 
in the last n -  1 variables must belong to Ys°:. But this is our determinant A I(X). 
Since Y~ is Sn invariant, all the S~ images of dl(x) must also belong to Y~. But these 
are equal (up to a sign change) to the other determinants At(x). Finally since Ys°2 is 
closed under differentiation, we have 
~[O~Ar(x):r = 1,2 .... ,n] C_ ¥~. (2.11) 
To convert 2.11 into an equality we shall resort to a dimension argument. To be 
precise, since from Theorem 2.1 we know that dim Y~ =n!/2, we need only exhibit 
n!/2 independent derivatives of the determinants dr(x). It develops that the following 
polynomials 
o2 o2  . . . o2:10 r:  " ' " A r (x )  
{ 0~<ei~i -1  for l<~i<~r-1) for r=2,3  .. . . .  n; (2.12) O<~i<~i-3 for r+l~i<,n 
are an instance in point. In fact, there are altogether 
(r - 1)[(r - 1) . . .  (n - 2) = (n - 2)! n(n - 1 . . . . .  ) _ nt (2.13) 
r=2 2 2 
of them and their leading monomials in the reverse lexicographic order are all distinct. 
This given, we can obtain the Hilbert series of ¥~ by calculating the generating func- 
tion of degrees of the polynomials in (2.12). This computation yields the polynomial 
in (2.10) as asserted. [] 
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Now, to construct Y° 2 we need some notation. For a given polynomial P E Q[x] let 
flip e(xl ,x2 .. . . .  xn) = P(dx,, Ox2 .... , Ox, )A(x). (2.14) 
It is easy to show that flip is an automorphism of y0 as a vector space. This given, 
we set 
:2  = flip (2.15) 
Theorem 2.3. The space y0 is a graded S. module whose Hilbert series is given by $2 
the polynomial 
n--I 
H°s2 (q) = [n - 2]q!q n-] E (n - i)q i-I. (2.16) 
i=1 
The character of Y° 2 is ~1 TS~. 
Proof. From definition (2.15) we derive that the Hilbert series of y0 is related to ~s2 
that of Y~ by the identity 
n _ [  
Hro2(q)=qG)H~( q ). (2.17) 
Carrying out this computation, using (2.10), yields (2.16) as desired. 
Let then {cki(x)}i=l,2,...,n!/2 be a homogeneous basis of E ° (the basis in (2.12) would $2 
do), and let A(a) = IIAo(a)ll, j be the matrix which expresses the action of a permuta- 
tion a on this basis. That is 
n!/2 
adpj(x) = ~ c~i(x)Aij(a). (2.18) 
i=l 
Since flip is a nonsingular map, definition (2.15) gives that the collection 
{dpi(dx)A(x)}i~"__/~ must be a basis for Y° 2. However, from (2.18) and the alternat- 
ing property of the Vandermonde determinant, we derive that the action of a on this 
basis is given by 
n]/2 
a(ckj(C3x)A(x)) = e(a) ~ (c~i(dx)A(x))Aij(a). (2.19) 
i=1 
Thus, the character of the S~ representation afforded by Y~° 2 satisfies that 
n!/2 
char l~s 2(o') = e(o') ~ Aii(a) = e(a)char~ (a )  (2.20) 
i=1 
and this completes our proof. [] 
We conclude this section with a proof of the basic fact that 
yO = 0 Y~ ~ ~°  2. (2.21) 
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Since yO and y O each have dimension !/2, it suffices to show that these two sub- 
spaces are linearly independent. To achieve this end we shall need one more definition. 
Recall the operator flip, defined in (2.14), which is an automorphism of y0 as a 
vector space. This given, we define the inverse map oreflip. For polynomials P and Q 
in y0 we set 
prefliO(Q)=P if and only if f l ip(P)=Q. (2.22) 
It is clear that preflip is also an automorphism of y0. Applying preflip to our subspace 
I"°2, we observe the following inclusion. 
Lemma 2.4. 
preflip Yff2 c_ yO~ A yO. (2.23) 
ProoL Recall our basis for yO given in (2.12). Observing that the element A~(x) is 
a constant multiple of O~xf-lA(x), we see that 
,r_, Ox, y lOL+i . . .  {Ox ...  A(x)} (2.24) 
is another basis for II°2, where r and ei satisfy the conditions given in (2.12). It follows 
that a basis for preflip Y° 2 is given by elements of the form 
~, ~ ~r-~ ,-1 ~+, ..-x~" +L X 1 X 2 . . 'X r_ IX  r Xr+ 1 (2.25) 
where I is an element of the kernel of flip in Q[x]. 
Since the kernel of flip is the ideal generated by the Sn i nvar iants  Ein=l x~(k > 0), it is 
E, ~2 e.r-i n--1 8r+l ~n is also orthogonal clear that I is orthogonal to Y~° 2. Now, x 1 x 2 . . .x r_ lx  r xr+ 1 - . .x  n 
to every element ~b in Y° 2, due to the computation 
. . . . . .  X X 2 Xn , Ux~ (XlX2 ' Xr-- l Xr Xr+ 1 X~",~)) • • • X rer 1Xr+er+' . . .1 (~) 0. (2 .26)  
In fact, O~-l~b is identically zero, due to Theorem 2.2 and the observation that the 
degree of xi in As(x) is no greater than n - 2. [] 
In view of Lemma 2.4, we have the preflip yO and yO are orthogonal subspaces of 
y0. It is immediate that these two subspaces are linearly independent. Now, applying 
the flip operator to these subspaces, and recalling that flip acts isomorphically on y0, 
we have that Y° 2 and Y° 2 are linearly independent. 
3. Construction of a basis for y1 
Our goal in this section is to show that the space yl  of diagonal harmonics homo- 
geneous of degree one in yl, Y2 .. . . .  Yn breaks into the direct sum of n -  1 copies of 
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Y~° 2. More precisely, we shall show that 
n--1 
yl  = ~) Ek y O2. (3.1) 
k=l  
We start with the following. 
Proposition 3.1. Each space E, Y~° 2 is a graded S, module equivalent o Y~° 2 for 
k = 1,2 . . . . .  n - 1. 
Proof. We need to show that if f E Y° 2 then we can have Ekf  = 0 only if f = 0 in 
the first place. So let ~b E Y~° 2 and 
f = dp(Ox)d(x). (3.2) 
Then 
n 
Ekf  = ~ yit~k dp(t~x)A(x). 
i=1 
Now, the vanishing of Ekf  forces the equations 
t~,(a(C~x)d(x)=O ( i=  1,2 . . . . .  n). 
Differentiating n - I - k  times with respect o xi yields that 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
qb(Ox)Ai(x)=O ( i=  1,2 . . . . .  n). (3.5) 
However, using Theorem 2.2 we can derive from this that q~, as a differential operator, 
must kill all the elements of y0 In particular, it must kill itself. But that can only s:. 
happen if it is identically zero. This shows that Ek maps Y~° 2 nonsingularly into yl .  
The fact that E,Y°2 is equivalent to Y~° 2 as a graded Sn module is a simple consequence 
of the diagonal invariance and homogeneity of Ek. [] 
To show the linear independence of the summands in (3.1) we need the following 
auxiliary fact. 
Lemma 3.2. f f  
n 
g = ~ Yigi E Ek y o (3.6) 
~$2 '
i= l  
then gi is of degree less than or equal to n - 1 - k in the variable xi, and unless g 
vanishes, equality must hold for at least one i.
Proof. From the expression given in (3.3) we get that, for some ~b E Y~, 
gi =d?(c~x)cg~A(x) ( i=  1,2 . . . . .  n). (3.7) 
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Since A(x) is of  degree n - 1 in each of  the xi we immediately deduce our first 
assertion. Assume now that the xi-degree of 9i is strictly less than n - 1 - k for each i. 
This implies that the n - 1 - kth x;-derivative of 9i must be identically zero. That is 
(9(Ox)Ai(x)=O ( i - -  1,2, . . . ,n) .  (3.8) 
In other words, we are back in the same situation as in our previous proof. An 
element q~ E y O kills all of  the determinants Ai(x) and therefore by Theorem 2.2 must 
kill itself. This shows that ~b and therefore also 9 must vanish. [] 
yo , E2 yo o independent submodules of y1. Proposition 3.3. El ~sz ~$2 . . . . .  En- l Y~s2 are 
Proof. Let g(k) EEkyo2 for k= 1,2, . . . ,n  - 1 and suppose that 
g(l) +g(2) +. . .  +g(n-- l )=0" (3.9) 
Suppose that for some k ~< n - 1 we have 
9 (l) = 9 (2) . . . . .  9 (k-l) = 0. (3.10) 
I f  g tk) 50  then by Lemma 3.2 9 (k) would contain a monomial divisible by yi xn-l-k 
for some i. Since such a monomial cannot be cancelled by any of the later summands 
g (k+l) . . . .  ,g ("-l) (by Lemma 3.2 again), the whole sum in (3.9) could not vanish. 
Thus, 9 (k) must vanish as well and by induction all the summands must separately 
vanish. [] 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 yield that the direct sum 
n-- I  
~) Ek Y~°2 C_ y l  (3.11) 
has dimension precisely (n -  1)n!/2. Thus to establish (3.1) and completely identify 
y l  as an Sn module we need only establish the following dimension inequality. The 
proof is due Wallach [12], who stated it in a slightly different form. 
Theorem 3.4. 
~<(n - 1 )~.  dimY 1 
Z 
(3.12) 
Before we can proceed with the proof we need to make some definitions and derive 
two auxiliary results. To begin we let 
Wl = yihi: hie Y° ,~h i=0 • (3.13) 
i=1 i=|  
It is clear that our space y l  is a subspace of W ~. The following result identifies it. 
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Lemma 3.5. 
{n o } 
y1 = ~ yihi: hi E yO, ~ ?kxihi = 0 for k = 0, 1 .. . . .  n - 1 . 
i=1 i=1 
(3.14) 
Proof. Note that by definition an element h of the form 
n 
h = ~ yihi (3.15) 
i=1 
is a diagonal harmonic if and only if it satisfies the differential equations 
n n 
)--~d~h=O (for all k~>l) and E~k~yih=O (for all k~>O). (3.16) 
i=1 i=1 
This establishes (3.14). [] 
Now, recall the operators flip, defined in (2.14), and preflip, defined in (2.22). The 
action of flip on W1 is defined by setting, for y'~i~=l yihi E Wl, 
n n 
flip ~ yihi = ~, yi flip hi. (3.17) 
i=1 i=1 
It is easy to show that flip is an automorphism of Wl as a vector space. This given, 
we define the action of preflip on W1. For polynomials P and Q in Wi, we set 
preflip(Q)=P if and only if fl ip(P)=Q. (3.18) 
It is clear that preflip is also an automorphism of W1. Applying preflip to our subspace 
of yl  constructed in (3.11), we observe the following inclusion. 
Lemma 3.6. 
n-1 
preflip ~ Ek Y~2 C_ yl± N Wl. (3.19) 
k=l 
Proof. It suffices to demonstrate hat the elements preflipEkr/~(~x)d(x) are orthogonal 
to y l for all ~b E Y° 2 and all k E { 1,2,..., n -  1 }. The element preflip Ek~b(~x)A(x) may 
be expressed as the projection of ~7=1 yix~r~(x) onto W1 in the following sense: 
n 
preflipEkcb(Ox)A(x) = preflip ~ y i~ dp(dx)A(x) = ~ y,x~ dp(x) + I, 
i=1 i~l 
(3.20) 
where I is an element of the kernel of flip in Q[x, y]. 
Since the kernel of fllp is the ideal generated by the Sn invar iants ~-~7=1 xk (k>O), 
it is clear that I is orthogonal to y1. Similarly since ~,?=l yix~rb(x) is a multiple of 
the diagonal invar iant  ~ iLx  Yi xk, it too is orthogonal to Y~. [] 
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:r"n-I E Y~° 2 and y l In view of Lemma 3.6, we have that preflio ~k=l k are orthogonal 
subspaces of W~. Since preflip acts isomorphically on W~, we have that 
n--1 n--I n I 
dim preflip ~) Ek Y~°2 =dim ~) EkY~°2 =(n - 1)2.  (3.21) 
k=l k=l 
Hence, dim y1 ~<dim W1 - (n - 1)n!/2. 
Finally, we observe that dim WL =(n-  1)n!. This holds true because the condition 
n 
~i=1 hi =0 in the definition of W1 gives that dim Wl =(n -  l)dim y0. From this con- 
sideration follows the inequality dim yl  ~<(n- 1)n!/2, and Theorem 3.4 is proved. [] 
4. The graded character of yt 
The equality in (3.1) together with Theorem 2.3 establishes that yl  has character 
(n -  1)el TsS:. This value agrees with that given by the Parking function conjecture [8], 
which predicts the character of each of the subspaces YJ. Our developments allow us 
now to construct an expression for the x-graded character of y1. 
Let V be a graded Sn module and let (V)i denote the submodule of elements of V 
homogeneous of degree i. The graded character charq of V is defined by setting 
charq V = ~ qi char(V)i. (4.1) 
i>~0 
We let ~" denote the Frobenius (characteristic) map, which sends the irreducible rep- 
resentation X ~ to the Schur function s~ and extends homomorphically to the ring of 
symmetric functions A [10]. It is easily seen that the Frobenius image of our ungraded 
character of y1 is 
char Y l = (n - 1 )coh(2 ' 1. -2 ) = ( n - 1 )e(2 ' i n -2  ), (4.2) 
where co denotes the fundamental involution on symmetric functions. 
We shall employ the A-ring notation [5], a shorthand for q-analog symmetric function 
computations whereby: 
(1) the alphabet x is written X = xl + xz + . . . ,  and 
(2) when dealing with a sum or product of alphabets, the power sum symmetric 
function pk[X] is linear and multiplicative, i.e. pk[A + B] = pk[A] + pk[B] and 
pk[AB] = pk[A]pk[B]. 
For our purposes, we need only keep in mind the identities 
1 
pk[(l--q)X]----(1--qk)pk[X] and pk[X/(1--q)]=(l_qk-------~pk[X ] (4.3) 
and extend homomorphically to the ring of symmetric functions A ®z Q(q). 
Theorem 4.1. The Frobenius image of the x-graded character of y1 is given by the 
A-ring identity 
charq y l = In - 1 ]q coQ(2, I - 2) [X/( 1 - q); q], (4.4) 
where Q~(x; q) is the Hall-Littlewood polynomial indexed by the partition #. 
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Proof. The graded character of Y° 2 is given by Bergeron and Garsia [2] as 
charq I"02 = ~ g'~/fZ(2,1,-2)(q)= q("Y')~ zAK2,(2,1.-2)(q-l), 
21-n ).l-n 
where 
K,Lu(q) = KLu(q-t )q.(U) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
with K~,,(q) denoting the Kostka-Foulkes polynomial and n(#) denoting the content 
of partition #. Since flip complements degrees and conjugates the partition indexing 
the character, a simple computation b sed on (4.5) gives that 
charq Y°s2 = qn-1 ~ zA'KL(2,1._2)(q). (4.7) 
21-n 
Due to the decomposition (3.1), one sees immediately that 
charq y l  = [n -  1]q ~ zA'gA,(2,1.-2)(q). (4.8) 
2Hn 
Equating Frobenius images of both sides of (4.8) gives 
~charq  y1 = [n - 1]q ~ sA,(x)gL(2,1.-2)(q). (4.9) 
2k-n 
Since s~, = ogsa we have (in A-ring notation): 
~'- charq y l  = [n - 1]q fo ~"~ sA[X]KA,(2,1.-2)(q). (4.10) 
2Hn 
We recall from [10] 1 that 
Q(2,1,-2)[X;q] = ~ s;,[(1 - q)X]K~,(2,1.-2)(q). (4.11) 
21-n 
Viewing this equation in terms of the power sum symmetric function basis 
{pu[(1 -q)X]  :# S n}, we apply the A-ring identities from (4.3) to obtain 
Q(2,1,-~)[X/(1 - q);q] = ~ s~[X]Kz(2,1.-2)(q). (4.12) 
21--n 
Combining (4.10) and (4.12) completes our proof. [] 
Lastly, we prove that our Theorem 4.1 confirms the YI specialization of a master 
conjecture of Garsia and Haiman. Their conjecture gives an expression for the Frobenius 
image of the bigraded character 
charq, tDH, = ~ qitJ(DHn)i,j, (4.13) 
i,j>~O 
where (DHn)i,y denotes the component of DHn homogeneous of degree i in variables 
x and degree j in y. 
I Although A-ring notation is not used in [10], it is easy to translate Macdonald's equations (111.4.1) and 
(111.4.7) to see that his S2,(x;q) equals our s,~[(1 -q)X].  
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To introduce the conjecture we shall need some notation. Let # be a partition of n 
depicted in the French convention, i.e. justified along the west and south. Given any 
cell s in #, we denote by l, l', a, and a t the parameters leg, coleg, arm, and coarm of 
the given cell, which are, respectively, the number of cells strictly north, south, east, 
and west of s in #. This given, we set the following statistics of our partition #. 
n(#) = ~ l', [~,(q, t) = I-I (q~ - tl+l ), 
sEp sE# 
n(#') = ~ a', h/~(q, t) = 11 ( tl - qa+l ), (4.14) 
sEp sE# 
0,0 
B~(q,t)= ~ q~'t ', I I~(q,t)= 1"[(1 -q~'tt ') ,  
sEp sElt 
where the product H °'° is taken over all s in # except he southwestern comer cell. 
Finally, let tTI~(x;q,t) denote the Macdonald polynomials 2 (see [5,4,9]). We are 
ready to state the conjecture of Garsia and Haiman [5]. 
Conjecture 4.2. The Frobenius image of the x, y-bigraded character of DHn is given 
by 
~charqt DHn : E lYl~(x;q't)tn(#)qn(")(1 -- t)(1 -- q)Hu(q,t)Bu(q,t) (4.15) 
' ~-n h~(q,t)h'~(q,t) 
To specialize this conjecture to y1, we examine the component of the right hand 
side of (4.15) linear in t. The summand corresponding to a given # must be a multiple 
of t ~(~), since the denominator term h~(q, t)h'~(q, t) cannot be a multiple of t. Hence, 
it suffices to restrict our sum to partitions (n) and (n -  1, 1). We obtain 
+ H(~-l, 1)(x; q, t)tqC~)(t + ~'~in=o 2 qi) (4.16) 
(qn-2 t2)(t qn- l )  r-m-3" i ' 
- -  - -  H i= I  ~q - t )  
/-)(n)(X; q, t)q(~) 
n--lz i 
i=l tq - t) 
which equals 
/-)(n)(X; q, t) 
n--1 
1-Ii=l (1 -- t/q i) 
H(n-l,l)(x; q, t)t(t/q ~-1 + ~i~=-l 1 1/q') 
_ _ vin_3t 1 _ (4.17) (1 t2/qn-2)(1 t/qn--l)lXi=l ~ t/qi)" 
Applying the formal series expansion 1/(1 -u )  = ~j~>0 u/ we see that the component 
of (4.17) linear in t equals that of 
IYI(~)(x;q,t) 1 +t  E - IYt(n- l , ' ) (x;q ' t ) tE q--7 
i=1 i=1 
(~..~n-1 ) 
= IYI(n)(x;q,t)+t-.  ~ q- i  ( f f l (n)(X;q,t) -  ffI(n--l,l)(x;q,t)). (4.18) 
\/'Z71 
2 Our notation ftu(x,q,t) for the Macdonald polynomial follows that of [5].Take note that the same object 
is denoted by H~(X; t; q) in [4]. 
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Now, it is known [4] that 
ITIu(x; q, t )[t=o = q"(U') ~ s~(x )Kz~,( q- l ). (4.19) 
2~-n 
In particular, we have the identities 
tTI(~)(x;q,t) = q(~) ~ s (x)Kz,(1,)(q-l), 
~-~ (4.20) 
/t(,-1, l)(X; q, t)lt=0 -- q(%-') ~ s,z(x)g,~,(2, l,-2)(q-l). 
21-n 
The right-hand sides of the equations in (4.20) equal ~ charq y0 and ~-charq Ys°2 by 
[2], so it follows from (2.21) and (2.15) that 
/~(n)(X; q, t) - H(n-1,1)(x; q, t)lt=o -- 5 charq ]1°2 
=qn-l ~ sa,(x)K,~,(2,1,_2)(q). (4.21) 
21-n 
We now have that the t I term in (4.18) equals 
[n - 1]q y~ s,v(x)K~,<2,l,-2)(q), (4.22) 
21--n 
so this is the Frobenius image of the x-graded character of yl conjectured by (4.15). 
But this conjecture is immediately confirmed by Eq. (4.9). [] 
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